reworks the proposal to tax nonresidential property on a statewide basis. Data examined from Indiana demonstrate that such a pooled revenue approach can relieve fiscal disparities, as well as generate collateral benefits for the state as a whole. The proposal is presented through a six-step analytical process. In Part I, I present an overview of the various interests at stake in school finance litigation through a brief assessment of the constitutional principles that generally govern a state funding system for public education. I present the Greencastle and Robinson decisions mentioned above as a paradigm of the contending constitutional and state interests. In Part H, I seek to define with greater precision the state interest in local control and the constitutional concern for tax and spending equity. I narrow the concept of local control t 9 its essential core, defining it as local resident voter responsiveness to local educational needs. I argue that local control so defined is primarily a function of local control over residential property taxation.
In the Part III, I provide a theoretical analysis of the impact statewide taxation of nonresidential property would have on the contending objectives articulated in Part II. Drawing from the principles underpinning a statute developed for the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area, I put forth a proposal which distinguishes between residential and nonresidential property for school property tax purposes, leaving taxation of the former to localities while taxing the latter through a statewide system, the proceeds of which would be distributed to districts in inverse relation to their residential property taxing capacity. I refer to this proposal throughout the Note as STNP (Statewide Taxation of Nonresidential Property). In Part IV, I present the results of an empirical simulation of the STNP approach, using property tax and expenditure figures derived from the 1990-91 school year in Indiana. The data detailed in Part IV reveal that STNP provides for substantially greater fiscal equity and, contrary to previous studies, does not significantly jeopardize the fiscal position of school corporations in Indiana's largest urban centers. These results suggest that STNP would improve the fiscal position of most districts, including some of the districts in the state's largest cities.
In Part V, I provide a constitutional analysis of this proposal, suggesting arguments which could be framed in opposition to and in favor of such a school funding system. Finally, I briefly discuss a handful of collateral policy issues which would necessarily be implicated by the proposal to tax nonresidential property on a statewide basis.
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I. STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE
A. Constitutional Principles Governing School Finance in Indiana
Like most state constitutions, the Indiana Constitution contains provisions pertaining to education 3 and tax uniformity. 4 The provisions regarding education are outlined in article 8, section 1, which reads:
Knowledge and learning, generally diffused throughout a community, being essential to the preservation of free government; it shall be the duty of the General Assembly to encourage by all suitable means, moral, intellectual, scientific, and agricultural improvement; and to provide, by law, for a general and uniform system of Common Schools, wherein tuition shall be without charge, and equally open to all. 5 With respect to uniformity of taxation, article 10, section 1 of the Indiana Constitution states that " [t] he General Assembly shall provide, by law, for a uniform and equal rate of property assessment and taxation and shall prescribe regulations to secure a just valuation for taxation of all property, both real and personal." 16 Reading these two clauses together brings into clearer focus the debate concerning fiscal disparities in public school finance. A reliance on the wealth of local school districts arguably leads to a nonuniform system of schools (because of varying levels of per pupil expenditure) and nonuniform rates of taxation.7 These were precisely the concerns that occupied the Indiana Supreme Court in 1854 and in 1885, in the Greencastle and Robinson decisions which determined the course of school finding in Indiana. These two cases form a paradigm of today's debate regarding school finance reform. While the Greencastle decision looks to the state for compliance with a strict view of uniformity in education and taxation, the Robinson decision adopts the broader, more deferential view of uniformity, leaving financing specifics to legislative discretion. In many ways, those who seek judicial assistance in school finance reform today make the argument of the Greencastle court, while state attorneys. general, in contrast, argue in favor of the sort of judicial deference articulated in Robinson. These arguments have emerged repeatedly throughout the country in the past twenty years, and the recent legal battle over school finance reform in Indiana has been in large part a debate over these two cases.' 8
B. The Litigators' Perspective: The Strict View of Uniformity in Greencastle
The Indiana Supreme Court decided Greencastle v. Black' 9 in 1854. In June, 1852, the Indiana legislature enacted a statute providing for a general and uniform system of common schools and school libraries. The statute contained provisions for the funding of the state's public schools, including section 130, which read as follows:
The voters of any township shall have power at any general or special meeting to vote a tax for the purpose of building or repairing school houses, and purchasing sites therefor, providing fuel, furniture, maps, apparatus, libraries or increase thereof, or to discharge debts incurred therefor, and for continuing their schools after the public funds shall have been expended, to any amount not exceeding annually... fifty cents on each poll. 20
In April, 1853, the voters of Greencastle township authorized a local tax of fifteen cents on each $100 worth of property for common school purposes. Alexander Black, a property owner who had voted against the tax, brought suit against the county treasurer for the $26.20 assessed against his property, alleging that the local tax was unconstitutional. The Indiana Supreme Court accepted Black's argument, finding section 130 repugnant to the 1851 constitution. In an extraordinary opinion, the court anticipated many of the issues which would arise a century later in school finance litigation in California, Texas, New Jersey and elsewhere:
[The state occupies the position of a parent to her children, whose duty it is to see that all are equally provided with the means of education. For the purpose of supplying such means, the constitution authorizes her not only to use the funds heretofore set apart for that purpose, but to compel the elder brothers of the same family, by "a uniform and equal rate of assessment and taxation," to aid her in carrying out the scheme; and as the diffusion of knowledge and learning is regarded by the constitution as "essential to the preservation of free governments," it would seem but just that those who enjoy such a government should equally assist in contributing to its preservation. 
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The Yale Law Journal of one county or township should not be compelled to bear greater burdens than are borne by all. 21 Under such a view of tax uniformity, varying tax rates from district to district unquestionably violate the state constitution. In terms of current taxing inequities, this view regards as constitutionally unacceptable the fact that taxpayers in Gary shoulder an 8.19% property tax burden, while taxpayers in Prairie Township bear only a 1.18% rate. 22 The Greencastle critique is not limited to tax rate inequities, however, as evidenced by the attention accorded by the court to the education article:
[I]f the provisions of section 130 are to be regarded as constitutional, the uniformity of the common school system would be at once destroyed. In some townships, taxes would be assessed by vote, and in others not; in some, a sufficient amount might be raised to support their schools six, nine or twelve months; so that there would really exist no uniformity either as to the time the school should be kept, or as to the amount of the taxes to be paid by the inhabitants of the respective townships.
But the want of uniformity would not be the only evil resulting from such a construction, as the power of controlling schools would necessarily, to a great extent, pass from the state and the superintendent into the hands of the local authorities of the different townships. Should the legislature pass a law for the assessment of a mere nominal tax, (a supposition not remote from probability,) the whole school system would be left to the mercy of a popular vote of the different townships; and thus all the evils of the old system which were intended to be avoided by the new constitution-inequality of education, inequality of taxation, lack of uniformity in schools, and a shrinking from legislative responsibilities, would be the inevitable result.'I The rhetoric of Greencastle is today quite familiar, and for many the inequities in taxes and in school quality have in fact persisted. 24 The state's countervailing argument in favor of local control of school finance, however, carried irrepressible logical and practical force. In spite of the Greencastle decision, the Indiana General Assembly enacted a statute in 1867 permitting districts to assess local property taxes. Three decades later, the Indiana Supreme Court 21. 5 Ind. at 563-64. 22 . See INDIANA FARM BUREAU, SCHOOL STATISTICAL REPORT 39, 88 (1991). 23. 5 Ind. at 564. 24 . For example, in New Hampshire, where nearly 90% of the resources dedicated to public education are derived from local property taxes, the State Board of Education recently moved to eliminate virtually all minimum education standards. Many superintendents now fear that property-poor districts will be unable to sustain programs previously mandated by the state, due to an unwillingness among taxpayers to shoulder even greater tax burdens. Property-wealthy districts, in contrast, have the ability to generate revenue less painfully and may be able to sustain current programs with only minor tax increases. William Celis 3d, Furor in New Hampshire on Vote to Cut Standards, N.Y. TIMEs, Aug. 26, 1992, at B7. [Vol. 102: 805 upheld the statute, thereby putting its constitutional imprimatur on what had become a legislative reality and the national norm.
C. The State Perspective: The Broad Interpretation of Uniformity in Robinson
In 1885 the Indiana Supreme Court overruled Greencastle in Robinson v. Schenck?2 In that case, taxpayer Schenck challenged a local tax against his property in the city of Vevay. Though the tax at issue related to teachers' salaries rather than school buildings as in Greencastle, the case bore much resemblance to the previous suit, and the Court refused to distinguish the two cases. In explicitly overruling Greencastle, the court upheld as constitutional a statute empowering the school trustees of cities to levy local property taxes. The court's opinion established a powerful legal foundation for local control and local financing, noting:
It is possible, and only possible, to build up an efficient system by leaving local school matters, under proper general laws, to the people of the different localities ....
T]he only way in which a great and efficient common school system can be successfully maintained is to entrust to the people of the different localities, by general laws, the government of local school affairs. 26 Such a forceful endorsement of local control against constitutional concerns could only be accomplished by a high degree of deference to legislative discretion in the area of school finance. Uniformity was interpreted broadly, requiring only that statutes be uniformly applicable to all school corporations, not that all school corporations benefit uniformly from the statute. In expressing this broader view of uniformity, however, the Court was careful to articulate what it viewed as the constitutional parameters of legislative discretion:
The Legislature may, in their discretion, support all the schools of the State by means of a general levy directly made by a legislative act, or they may thus provide for part of the expense of maintaining the schools, or they may delegate to local officers the power to levy such taxes as in their judgment may be needed to supply the wants of the local schools and make them useful and effective.... The Legislature shall not make an unequal distribution of money derived from a general levy, make an unequal general levy, or grant to some school corporations benefits or rights withheld from others. 
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The Yale Law Journal Although the imposition of local property taxes for school purposes was constitutionally protected through Robinson, the mandate to the legislature was not unchecked. For example, under Robinson the General Assembly may not permit local property taxation in some districts while prohibiting it in others. However, as long as the rights under any legislative scheme are available to all districts, the constitution is not implicated. The standards of uniformity expounded in the constitution were not suspended, but rather broadened to incorporate a wider array of financing choices for the legislature. The challenge then, as now, was to balance the need to create a uniform system of schools with the demand for local control over some portion of the school financing system.
D. The Financing of Indiana's Public Schools'
Like most states, Indiana has sought to balance the requirements of equity and local control through a financing system which combines local, state, and federal resources. Prior to 1974, Indiana funded its schools through a foundation program, under which school districts were provided with state grant assistance once local property taxes were levied at a state-determined minimum rate. 29 In 1974, the Indiana legislature changed its funding formula to incorporate a property tax freeze at 1973 levels. While this system has undergone occasional modifications in the past two decades, its basic structure remains essentially in place. 30 The local contribution consists primarily of resources derived from local property tax levies against parcels located within the taxing jurisdiction. The rates established for this purpose are governed by statutory limitations. Each school corporation is assigned a Maximum Normal Tax Levy (MNTL), which is the 1973 actual tax levy adjusted to reflect minor increases. State support consists primarily of a basic per pupil grant, which ensures receipt of the previous year's state contribution and adjusts for growth in per pupil counts. The State also guarantees a minimum per pupil revenue ($3,045 for 1991-92), where local taxes plus the standard basic grant are insufficient in generating this amount. 1 Under the current formula, the local share of total school expenditures has decreased substantially over the period beginning with the property tax freeze.
28. For a recent study of Indiana's public school funding system, see Marilyn R. Holscher, Note, Funding Indiana's Public Schools. A Question of Equal and Adequate Educational Opportunity, 25 VAL. U. L. REV. 273 (1991) . For a more thorough treatment of the development of Indiana school finance, see ROBERT G. [Vol. 102: 805
In the mid-1980's, the proportions of state and local contribution leveled off at roughly 35% from local resources and 65% from the state. 32 An assumption generally drawn from an increase in the state share of financing is greater fiscal equity; however, a recent study of the implications of Indiana's system of property tax restrictions offers different conclusions:
Despite the state assuming more of the expenditures, the share of the expenditures paid by the local taxing districts has made school operating expenditures more inequitable.
In Indiana, there still exists (as of the 1985-86 school year) a relationship between a school taxing district's wealth and the amount that the taxing district spends on its pupils. Those taxing districts that have more wealth, as measured by the assessed valuation per pupil, spend more money on their pupils than those taxing districts that have less wealth.
This study provides strong evidence that within Indiana, fiscal inequity exists for pupils and taxpayers. 3
In addition to these continuing questions of tax and spending uniformity under Indiana's current system, there are reasons to believe that local control weakened with the onset of property tax limitations. The MNTL governs the amount of tax revenues a locality can generate and it can only be exceeded through authorization of an excessive levy by local referendum. Ironically, the challenge presented in Robinson of balancing local control and uniformity seems to have given way to a rejection of both, re-igniting the concerns of inequity and inefficiency articulated in Greencastle.
II. DEFINING THE CONTENDING INTERESTS
A principal challenge to the Indiana legislature today is to bring the debate regarding school finance back into the realm of the Robinson decision of 1885. In Robinson, the Indiana Supreme Court sought to accommodate both the state's interest in local control and the constitutional concerns of education and tax uniformity. In contrast, the school funding structure presently in place in Indiana reduces local control and seems to disregard the constitutional principles of uniformity. For example, the statutory limitations on property tax levies significantly impair local districts' capacity to meet increasing expenditure needs. 34 156 (1984) ("Unlike the years prior to 1974 when a board could advertise to their public that they wished to raise tax rates a few cents to allow them the flexibility they felt they would need in their coming year's operation, it is difficult
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of the sort employed in Indiana have a greater effect on property tax revenue growth and municipal revenues than previously thought. 3 5 The policy of limiting property tax levies, therefore, must be reconsidered in order to bring into play the objectives of local control and tax and spending equity. Crucial in prioritizing these objectives, however, is a recognition that too much enthusiasm for one necessarily impairs the other. A careful definition of both, therefore, is the first step.
A. The State Objective of Local Control
The principle of local control has been a central point of controversy in school finance reform due to the polarity of views regarding its role. While reformers generally point out that deference to local control has the dangerous potential of veiling state neglect, defenders of local control highlight the need to create fiscal incentives to spark local school reform. One understandable concern is that an increased state presence in school financing will create greater state (and hence less local) regulation of school policies and administration. 36 The U.S. Supreme Court articulated such concerns in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez. 37 Another worrisome possibility is that support for public schools will diminish if the direct connection between local wealth and local schools is severed. In Serrano v. Priest, 38 the landmark ruling on California's school funding system, the California Supreme Court recognized this distinction between administrative and fiscal control. 39 Though acknowledging the importance of both, the court found the first, the state interest in decentralized administration, unpersuasive as a rationale for the state's reliance on local property wealth:
[E]ven assuming arguendo that local administrative control may be a compelling state interest, the present financial system cannot be considered necessary to further this interest. No matter how the state decides to finance its system of public education, it can still leave this decision-making power in the hands of local districts.0 and sometimes impossible today to expand the 'money pie' in the Indiana school corporation's General Fund over and above the increase provided by the State."). Revolt, 1976 -1986 , 44 NAT'L TAX J. 123 (1991 While local administration may be an important objective, there is no reason to suspect that the decentralization of authority is necessarily untenable under alternative schemes of school financing. The state's interest in local fiscal control, however, is more directly threatened by attacks on the local property tax. The theory behind local fiscal control is that communities will be most responsive to educational needs if given the means to express their support of local schools through locally assessed property taxes. The argument is a forceful one, and at least one author has suggested that Serrano's mandate to divorce local property wealth from school spending served to provoke California's limits on property taxation via Proposition 13.l Although that contention is no doubt disputable, the argument against pouring all local revenues into a statewide pool carries much intuitive weight: in the absence of a clear, local connection between burden (taxation) and benefit (education), continued support for basic school funding rests on a dubious foundation. Local taxpayers are likely to perceive the social benefit of funding their own local public schools, but may be more resistant to taxes which are funneled through the state capital to schools in other corners of the state. Therefore, the crucial variable in protecting local fiscal control is the local resident voter's perception as to where her property tax revenues are being spent. To maintain local fiscal control and to avoid severing the burden-benefit connection, local control over residential wealth is necessary. This logic, however, does not require retention of nonresidential property in the local tax base. 42
See Anne E. Preston & Casey Ichniowski, A National Perspective on the Nature and Effects of the Local Property Tax
B. Tax and Spending Uniformity
Just as absolute local control would eliminate the possibility of creating greater equity in school finance, so too would an insistence on penny-for-penny spending uniformity botch local control. This buck-per-kid approach would require massive central involvement in the budgeting process, leaving no room for local fiscal incentives. Similarly, perfectly equitable tax rates across all districts would only exacerbate inequities, in addition to silencing the voice of local communities.
The classic reconciliation of equity and local control concerns is the district power equalizing approach, which Professors Coons, Clune equalizing scheme, each school district would receive the same per pupil amount for an equal tax effort. The object is to divorce district wealth from expenditure levels, to ensure that, for example, a 3% rate will generate an equal per pupil amount regardless of district property wealth. This approach has been criticized on several grounds. M First, to the extent that assessment is left to local officials, district power equalizing creates an incentive for districts to assess low and tax high. Another disadvantage of this approach is that it does not address the issue of tax uniformity, and the potential benefits to be derived from taxing nonresidential property on a uniform basis throughout the state. Third, the equalizing technique leaves open the possibility (however unlikely) of localities abandoning their schools, enunciating as its foremost concern district wealth neutrality to the potential detriment of adequate per pupil spending. Finally, the district power equalizing approach is politically vulnerable, because it requires additional state taxes in order to compensate property-poor districts. In the end, the debate over the district power equalizing approach may not have revealed solutions, but it has highlighted the difficulty of addressing multifarious interests from a theoretical perspective. The STNP proposal faces many of the same criticisms. The next two sections, therefore, will provide theoretical and empirical analyses of STNR
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STNP PROPOSAL
Once the definition of local control as control over local residential property wealth is accepted, retention of nonresidential property in the local tax base is no longer justified under a local control rationale. The next analytical step is to appraise the intuition behind the proposal to remove nonresidential property from local taxation for school funding purposes. In 1971, the Minnesota legislature enacted into law a statute removing from local tax bases in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area a portion of the growth in local commercial and industrial wealth. A theoretical analysis of the STNP approach, therefore, begins with an examination of the Minnesota law.
A. The Conceptual Framework of Minnesota's Fiscal Disparities Act
The Metropolitan Fiscal Disparities Act 45 governs the seven-county metropolitan area of Minneapolis-St. Paul and provides a mechanism under which 40% of increased revenue resulting from property tax on commercial and industrial property is pooled and redistributed to communities according to their 44. For general criticism of the district power equalizing approach, see Schoettle, supra note 11; Inman & Rubinfeld, supra note 12; Zelinsky, supra note 12.
45. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 473F.01 (West Supp. 1992 ).
[Vol. 102: 805
Statewide Taxation population and fiscal capacity. The statute sets forth several purposes, four of which are relevant to the inquiry of this Note:
(1) To provide a way for local governments to share in the resources generated by the growth of the area... ;
(2) To increase the likelihood of orderly urban development by reducing the impact of fiscal considerations on the location of business and residential growth and of highways, transit facilities and airports; (3) To establish incentives for all parts of the area to work for the growth of the area as a whole;
(4) To provide a way whereby the area's resources can be made available within and through the existing system of local governments and local decision making... 46
In upholding the constitutionality of the Metropolitan Fiscal Disparities Act, the Supreme Court of Minnesota issued dicta 4 7 alluding to the connection between the challenged statute and the then recent Rodriguez decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. Citing the Court's call for "innovative and new thinking," Justice Otis of the Minnesota Supreme Court added that "[t]he fiscal disparities statute is a bold and imaginative departure from conventional devices for balancing the benefits and burdens of taxation." 4 Although the STNP approach rests upon many of the same principles as Minnesota's Metropolitan Fiscal Disparities Act, the two differ in important respects. Under the Minnesota statute, the pooled portion of commercialindustrial property tax revenues is derived only from 40% of revenue increments, or commercial growth. Because the program is focused on growth in the tax base, it is primarily aimed at managing fiscal competition among the competing jurisdictions for new investment. Nonetheless, the concept of pooling property tax revenues derived from nonresidential property and dedicating those resources to municipalities according to population and fiscal capacity has clear relevance to the issue of equitable school funding. Underpinning both the Minnesota Act and STNP is the policy norm that revenues generated from taxing nonresidential property need not necessarily be distributed according to the situs of such property. Dispensing with situs permits the state government instead to distribute these revenues according to need, thereby minimizing fiscal disparities and the constitutional infirmities associated therewith.
46. Id. 47. Village of Bumsville v. Onischuk, 222 N.W.2d 523, 532 (Minn. 1974) , appeal dismissed, 420 U.S. 916 (1975 ). 48. Id., quoting Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 58 (1973 .
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B. Determining an Appropriate Distribution Formula
Under a system allocating the authority to tax nonresidential property to the state, only residential property taxation remains in the control of the local jurisdictions. 49 There are a variety of ways of taxing nonresidential property on a statewide basis and allocating the proceeds according to residential taxing capacity. In her classic study of the proposal to pool and redistribute nonresidential property tax revenues, Professor Helen Ladd uses the following formula:
PUBI--.
A2= WR istaCt
where A2 is the portion of the pooled revenues to be received by the district, PUB is the number of public school students in the district, WR is the per pupil residential wealth of the district, and i represents the districts. 50 Thus, as Ladd notes, "the share received by each community varies [1] directly with the number of students and [2] inversely with the residential wealth per pupil." 51 Under the Ladd formula, the amount a district will receive from the pooled revenues depends upon how that district's pupil count and residential wealth factors compare to the same factors in other districts. This result is due to Ladd's disregard for one of the primary advantages of the property tax, its budgetary flexibility. The property tax permits local governments to assess the value of property, and determine a tax rate which will generate sufficient revenues to cover local budgetary needs. Ladd moves backward, setting the rate against nonresidential property first, and distributing the fixed total proceeds according to her formula. This achieves tax-neutrality with respect to nonresidential property, which renders a fair simulation, but unnecessarily distorts the distribution of funds. [Vol. 102: 805
Statewide Taxation
The problem with the Ladd formula is that it does not provide a good proxy for need. A mathematical hypothetical puts this problem into better perspective. Suppose District A has a pupil count of 60,000 and residential wealth of $18,000 per pupil, while District B has a pupil count of 50,000 and residential wealth of $15,000 per pupil. Under Ladd's formula, the numerator for each district is 3.34, indicating that both districts will receive the same portion of the state's pooled commercial-industrial property tax revenues. But at a 4% rate against its $18,000 per pupil residential wealth, District A can generate $720 per pupil, while District B can generate only $600 per pupil. To arrive at a similar per pupil level of, for example, $1,000, District A needs $16,800,000 while District B needs $20,000,000. Ladd's approach confers equal amounts upon districts of differing needs.
The hypothetical is complicated by consideration of a third district, C, which, let us suppose, has a pupil count of 8,000 and residential wealth per pupil of $50,000. Under Ladd's formula, District C by mathematical necessity receives some portion of the pool. Yet a 4% rate can generate $2,000 per pupil in District C, a figure hardly illustrative of need for further assistance. The demographic reasons behind this distortion are hinted at by Professor Zelinsky, who has noted:
[T]he size of a particular community is highly correlated with the proportion of its residents attending the public schools. Larger cities tend to have a relatively small proportion of their populations enrolled in the public education system. In smaller communities, a significantly larger share of the residents are public school pupils. This finding is consistent with independent evidence that the households which leave the central city for the suburbs tend to be families with large numbers of school age children and that a prime motivation for emigration to outlying communities is the belief that the suburbs offer a healthier environment for raising young children. 2 Given these demographic realities, the residential wealth per pupil for large cities is likely to be high, as compared to the state's other communities. It should come as no surprise, therefore, that the distribution formula that Professor Ladd presents adversely impacts urban centers. Under the Ladd formula, every district receives something, notwithstanding its actual need. And just as some districts will receive more than they need, other districts will receive less. To arrive at a distribution formula which is more reflective of each district's actual ability to generate resources, a specific baseline of need is required. Nonresidential property tax revenues may then be used to offset those amounts which local residential property is unable to generate. The result, therefore, is that revenues generated by nonresidential wealth will be targeted to those communities where 52. Zelinsky, supra note 12, at 183 (citations omitted).
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homeowner wealth is the weakest. This Note employs such a needs-focused approach.
C. Mechanics of the Proposed Distribution Formula
Rather than focusing on the comparison of districts' pupil-to-wealth ratios, the STNP proposal establishes a target level of per pupil taxing capacity. Assuming a hypothetical state's taxable property to consist of 60% residential property and 40% nonresidential property, the state will assess and tax the 40% nonresidential property on a statewide basis and distribute the proceeds according to each district's remaining residential property taxing capacity. If TAV is the state's total assessed valuation, then under the hypothetical division above, TAV x 0.60 equals the value of residential property, or RV, and TAV x 0.40 equals the value of nonresidential property, or NRV. While RV will remain within the exclusive taxing authority of the localities in which it is located, the state will use the proceeds derived from the uniform statewide taxation of NRV to ensure that a given rate T assessed against each district's RV generates a certain minimum per pupil revenue level, Y. The purpose of the NRV pool, therefore, will be to equalize the districts' remaining taxing capacity up to the amount Y.
Once T is imposed against the districts' differing values of local residential property, it will generate varying per pupil amounts from district to district. These amounts, subtracted from the Y figure, determine the amount per pupil to be received from the nonresidential pool. Where T can generate substantial revenues, the district will receive a smaller proportion of the NRV pool. If T generates very little, the districts will benefit significantly from the NRV pool. In both cases, local districts will be permitted to tax their residential tax base beyond T, if a district so chooses, to derive any extra revenues per pupil that local programs might necessitate.
Concrete figures help to put this hypothetical into perspective. For purposes of empirical analysis, suppose the state wants to guarantee that for each school corporation a 2.5% tax rate on its residential property will generate $1135 per pupil. I choose these figures to ensure that the proposal is tax-neutral with respect to nonresidential property. Therefore, a rate of 3.03%, equal to the previous burden on nonresidential property, must be assessed against all nonresidential property in the state. 53 This has the simple effect of ensuring that each school corporation may derive a total of $1135 per pupil from a 2.5% tax against its residential property. If 2.5% generates $3000 per pupil, a district will derive no resources from the pool. If 2.5% generates $1134, a district will receive $1 per pupil.
53.
The aggregate tax burden on nonresidential property for the 119 sample school corporations was 3.03%. Several different rate-revenue combinations were simulated to determine which combination would create the same aggregate burden on nonresidential property. This approach ensures tax-neutrality with respect to nonresidential property. [Vol. 102: 805 The overall effect, therefore, is to distribute the resources derived from the state's nonresidential property wealth to those districts which have low levels of residential property wealth per pupil. Local control, defined as local resident voter responsiveness to local educational needs, is preserved. Tax equity is achieved with respect to nonresidential property, and with respect to residential property, equal tax effort will generate equal resources, up to the minimum guaranteed nonresidential pool grant. Those inequities generated from taxing beyond the trigger rate are left unaddressed in order to preserve some degree of local fiscal control.
The most crucial aspect of this proposal, however, is that it raises a new line of normative policy questions. In the past, school finance reformers have challenged states' reliance on local property wealth disparities as without a rational basis. In contrast, the formula proposed herein would oblige legislators to set residential and nonresidential rates in accordance with reasoned policy considerations. The accidents of property wealth that school corporations now face would be replaced by equal access to a level of taxing capacity determined by the state. And to the extent local control is a legitimate state interest, the figures may be modified to increase the portion of funding not subject to equalization. The proposal permits legislators to weigh the concerns of equity, local control and the distribution of the tax burden. At present, districts have widely varying taxing capacities, local fiscal decisions are governed by levy limitations, and one's tax burden depends largely upon the degree of wealth in the community. On an intuitive level, the STNP proposal works to redress these problems, but an empirical analysis is needed to gauge the proposal's actual impact.
IV. EMPmICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STNP PROPOSAL
Whether STNP will in fact work to ameliorate fiscal disparities in school finance is a question that can only be resolved empirically. The analysis provided below is an effort to approximate STNP's empirical effect on local General Fund property taxes in a sampling of twenty-eight Indiana counties and the 119 school corporations within those counties s4 Although the figures used here were derived from the most recent and detailed sources available, it is important to recognize that this simulation, like any other, has important statistical 54. The 28 counties are those used by the Census Department in the 1987 Census of Governments in determining indiana's taxable property values. The survey methodology explains that "[t]he sample was designed to yield simple unbiased estimates of statewide assessed value aggregates that would be subject to relative standard errors of no more than 2 percent for most States, and no more than 3 percent for New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont." Ce NsUS OF GOVERNMENTS, supra note 49, at vi. A more detailed explanation of survey methodology is contained in the introduction to the document at v-xxiv.
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A. School Expenditure and Property Value Data Examined
To conduct the simulation, the assessed value, per pupil assessed value, General Fund tax rate, and per pupil revenue generated by such rate were compiled for each of the sample school corporations. Using 1986 percentages to distinguish local property values by use category, 56 the total nonresidential value and the per pupil residential value of each school corporation were derived. The per pupil residential value of each school corporation was then multiplied by 2.5% and subtracted from $1135 to derive a per pupil amount to be secured from the pooled nonresidential property tax revenues. Multiplying this amount by each school corporation's pupil count gives a total amount to be received from the pooled revenues.
As noted above, these calculations ensure that the 2.5% tax burden on residential property (local) and a 3.03% tax burden on nonresidential property (statewide) will generate for all school corporations a minimum per pupil property tax revenue of $1135. The simulation assumes that school districts will work to sustain their current revenue levels, taking advantage of the pooled resources if eligible.
B. Results of the Simulation
The most significant result of the STNP simulation is that all of the 119 districts' ability to generate revenue would be equalized up to a per pupil revenue figure of $1135. Because local property wealth disparities are the focus of the legal objections to current school funding systems, the uniformity and equal protection claims which litigants continue to raise around the country would be moot under STNP. This is not to say that the quality of education would be uniform as a consequence of these changes, but rather that the local wealth disparities giving rise to constitutional claims are specifically redressed.
Under the combination of figures used for this simulation, nonresidential property taxpayers in the aggregate should be indifferent to STNP, because the 55. Three primary sources provide the statistics for simulation. Per pupil expenditure and assessment figures used herein are for the 1990-91 school year and are setforth in THE INDIANA FARM BUREAU, SCHOOL STATISTICAL REPORT 1991, supra note 22. The percentage breakdown of property values by use category is set forth in CENSUS OF GOVERNMENTS, supra note 49. The figures are broken down principally by county and occasionally by city. An important assumption concerning these breakdowns, however, is that the ratio of residential to nonresidential property is uniform within any given county. The simulation incorporates cities' distinct use category percentages where available. Income and poverty status information used herein is set forth in BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T. OF COMMERCE, 1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING, SUMMARY SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND HOUSING CHARACrERISTICS: INDIANA (1992) Statewide Taxation total burden on nonresidential property is unchanged. Of course, those with prior rates above 3.03% would benefit from the proposal, while those with rates lower than 3.03% would lose. School districts, in contrast, will either maintain previous revenue levels or undergo a per pupil revenue increase up to the $1135 figure.
The residential property taxpayer also either stands to gain or lose, through higher or lower property tax rates. All of this suggests that this proposal would face widely varying proponents and opponents. Nonetheless, armed with constitutional arguments and the alternative prospect of court intervention, proponents of a system to tax nonresidential property on a uniform statewide basis could likely garner sufficient political force for implementation. With respect to the overall impact on General Fund tax rates and per pupil revenues generated thereby, school corporations fall into one of three categories as a result of the simulation. Category I school corporations are listed in Table  A .1 of the Appendix and include those whose residential value when taxed at 2.5% generates more than $1135. Because of the high level of residential wealth in these communities, their schools will not draw from the pool. Nine of the 119 school corporations fall into this category. In effect, these nine school corporations must increase their tax rates in order to sustain previous revenue levels because nonresidential property is removed from their taxable property and nothing is added. All nine Category I school corporations, therefore, will lose under this proposal.
Category II school corporations are listed in Table A .2 of the Appendix and include those whose residential value when taxed at 2.5% does not generate $1135, but whose previous per pupil revenue was less than $1135. It is assumed for the purposes of the simulation that these corporations will take advantage of the pool, even though prior local property tax revenues were less than $1135. Therefore, all of these school corporations will move to a 2.5% General Fund rate and a $1135 per pupil revenue level. Fifty-nine of the 119 school corporations fall into this category. To determine whether these fifty-nine gain or lose under this proposal, the previous per pupil taxable property figures for each of them were compared with the per pupil taxable property figure equivalent to the 2.5%, $1135 combination, or $45,400. Four of the fifty-nine school corporations had per pupil taxable property figures exceeding $45,400 and therefore will lose under this proposal. The remaining fifty-five, however, benefit from a more advantageous rate-revenue combination than under the status quo. Fifty-five of the fifty-nine Category II school corporations, therefore, will gain under this proposal, while four will lose.
Category III school corporations are listed in Table A .3 of the Appendix and include those whose residential value at 2.5% does not generate $1135, but whose per pupil revenue level was greater than $1135. These school corporations will draw from the pool. However, because the amount received from the pool is insufficient to match the prior revenue level, it is assumed the school corporation will further tax its local residential property to reach that prior
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The Yale Law Journal amount. Such school corporations will tax beyond the trigger rate of 2.5%, at a rate potentially above or below its previous rate. Fifty-one of the 119 school corporations fall into this category. Of those fifty-one school corporations, fifteen would be able to sustain their current per pupil expenditure levels at lower tax rates. The remaining thirty-six must exceed previous rates in order to sustain their previous per pupil revenue levels. Thirty-six of the Category III school districts, therefore, will lose under this proposal, while fifteen will gain.
Among Categories I, II and III, therefore, seventy-one school corporations enhance their fiscal position under STNP and forty-eight lose, assuming a trigger rate of 2.5% and a baseline property tax revenue figure of $1135. The simulation assumes that no new revenues are to be derived from taxing nonresidential property. Under a nonresidential property tax rate of 3.4% rather than 3.03%, the proposed formula could accommodate a residential trigger rate of 2.5% and a baseline revenue figure of $1200. Such figures would result in eighty-six school corporations benefiting from the proposal and thirty-three school corporations losing. Alternatively, the legislature could choose to reduce the property tax burden on nonresidential property and offset those reductions with general state revenues. What becomes clear is that, apart from the specific results of any particular combination of figures, an important benefit of this proposal is the array of financing alternatives it produces for state lawmakers. Businesses would no longer be subject to widely varying tax burdens due to locational decisions, and school corporations would be less restricted by property wealth factors in spending decisions. But the overall benefits to the state have never been the source of the academic dispute regarding statewide taxation of nonresidential property for public schools. Despite the benefits STNP generates with respect to equity and efficiency, detractors have held that STNP should be rejected for its adverse effect on large urban centers. An inquiry as to the specific impact of this proposal on urban areas, therefore, is the next step.
C. Large Cities: Impact of the STNP Simulation on Indiana's Urban Areas
As noted, the primary academic concern regarding the pooling of nonresidential tax revenues has been the potential for an adverse distributional effect on urban areas, given their concentration of high levels of commercial and industrial property and low-income families." 7 Therefore, specific results of the simulation for Indiana's ten largest school corporations are summarized in Table 1 The results of the simulation for the state's ten largest school corporations reveal that half would improve their fiscal positions under this proposal while half would lose. Of particular concern is the proposal's effect on Indianapolis Public Schools, the state's largest school district. Nonetheless, three separate aspects of these results suggest that the impact on school districts in Indiana's urban areas is generally neutral, and would be unlikely to raise concerns so grave as to override the greater fiscal equity which STNP generates for the state as a whole.
First, seven of the ten largest school districts fall into Category HI, which means that residential wealth was low enough to qualify them for receipt of pooled resources, but that revenue levels were higher than the $1135 per pupil amount. The extent to which these school corporations lose under STNP, therefore, is attributable more to prior revenue levels than to the adverse effect of the formula on their taxing capacity. This is not to suggest that these school districts should simply spend less money, but rather that (1) revenue levels should be financed from increased local residential property tax rates, or (2) the state should provide greater assistance to accommodate these districts' desired revenue levels.
Second, to the extent that these districts would be required to raise local residential property tax rates, the degree of tax increase is slight. Indianapolis would move from a 3.06% rate to a 3.21% rate, while Fort Wayne would bear a 3.07% rate, rather than its previous 2.62% rate. These minor increases square with the intuition that not all large cities have low levels of residential property 58. Median Household Income. 1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HousING, supra note 55. 59. 1990-91 General Fund tax rate and revenue level. INDIANA FARM BUREAU, SCHOOL STATISTICAL REPORT 1991, supra note 22.
60. Under Proposed STNP Approach, General Fund tax rate and revenue level.
wealth, and that removing nonresidential property from large cities' property tax bases will not necessarily cripple their fiscal capacity. Third, STNP would greatly enhance the fiscal capacity of cities such as Gary and Hammond, where tax rates previously were abnormally high. This is particularly important for Gary, where the level of household income is low and the percentage of persons with poverty status is high. The consequence, therefore, is that where residential property wealth is weakest, the school districts stand to gain, while areas with high levels of residential property will be required to depend upon that portion of their tax base more than before. Given the competing objectives of local control and tax and spending equity, this is precisely the desired outcome. The current reliance on the situs of nonresidential property as determinative of taxing authority creates wealth disparities which raise constitutional difficulties. In contrast, eliminating situs as a source of school districts' taxing rights gives the state greater flexibility to accommodate competing constitutional concerns.
D. Transporting STNP to States with Distinct Demographic Characteristics
Although it is clear that different demographic characteristics will alter the impact of STNP in other states, there are reasons to believe that its benefits are not limited to states such as Indiana. It is true that where nonresidential property wealth is heavily concentrated in high poverty areas, application of the proposal in an unmodified fashion could have an adverse effect on the urban poor. States such as Illinois or New York, which have large urban centers and distressed inner city public schools, must be wary of depriving poorer schools of the nonresidential property tax revenues they currently receive. This admonition, however, should not diminish the value of STNP even in such large urban center states.
The object of STNP is to rationalize the distribution of property wealth for school funding purposes. In response to those who argue that school finance reform could jeopardize the tax base of America's cities, it should be made clear that any benefit to urban schools under current property wealth-based systems is mere happenstance. States can ensure adequate resources for schools with students of low-income families more explicitly by capturing that greater need in the pupil count portion of a distribution formula. If, for example, a state considers each student from a low-income family as 1.5 students, then the flow of resources into low-income areas would be statutorily ensured. For some states, such an approach may be politically unrealistic, but its availability should at least serve to refute those who argue that equalization strategies necessarily result in a "befuddled Robin Hood" approach, sifting revenues from the inner city to the suburbs.
V. CONSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE STNP PROPOSAL
The STNP approach is not immune from its own potential constitutional difficulties. Under the uniformity clause of most states' constitutions, a taxing scheme which subjects residential and nonresidential property within a single jurisdiction to differing rates might be called into question. In Indiana, this possibility springs from a 1983 decision of the Hendricks County Circuit Court, where a statute imposing a tax on interstate motor carriers' indefinite-situs distributable property was rejected on uniformity and interstate commerce grounds. 61 The Indiana Supreme Court affirmed the lower court's interstate commerce ruling but did not reach the uniformity issue. 62 Despite the view of the lower court, there is ample reason to believe that the current proposal would withstand a uniformity challenge.
First, the authority of the Indiana General Assembly to classify property for tax purposes is beyond question. In a 1909 case, the Indiana Supreme Court validated the legislature's classification authority in the area of real property taxation in order to serve the dual ends of ensuring a more just valuation of distinct properties and providing for a more just distribution of property tax revenues. 63 Second, it is well established under Indiana law that the standard for determining tax uniformity is that a tax for local purposes must be uniform throughout the local jurisdiction, while a statewide tax must be uniform throughout the state.' Under STNP, local residential property taxes would be directed to local schools (local purpose) and would be the same throughout the school corporation (local uniformity). Nonresidential property taxes would be employed to ameliorate fiscal disparities throughout the state (state purpose) and the rate against such property would be the same throughout the state (statewide uniformity).
Third, the general reluctance of courts to intrude upon legislative authority, particularly when the object of new legislation is to remedy constitutionally suspect policies, would weigh against a challenge to STNP. More specifically, because a primary object of STNP is to provide for greater tax uniformity, it is unlikely that the court would return the state to a less uniform system of taxation in the name of a formalistic view of tax uniformity. Ironically, the very case providing the constitutional basis for the current system would likewise work to sustain STNP. Rather than mandating specific funding policies, the Robinson court established a firm and lasting groundwork for legislative discretion in the area of school finance. 65 In addition, in considering any challenge to STNP, the Indiana courts would benefit from the wisdom of the Minnesota Supreme Court, which upheld the Metropolitan Fiscal Disparities Act against a uniformity challenge. 66 Finally, if the STNP approach failed to survive a constitutional challenge, an alternative means of accomplishing the identical policy ends exists. A state could simply demand that its school districts transfer the revenues generated from a given portion of nonresidential property taxes to the state government. The state government could then distribute those resources to school districts according to the formula detailed above. Although such an approach would lack the interdistrict taxpayer uniformity benefits of STNP, it could accomplish the same district equalization objectives. This alternative approach again illustrates that a uniformity challenge to STNP would likely hinge on formalistic reasoning. The STNP proposal is designed to accommodate the requirements of the education clause and the tax uniformity clause simultaneously, rather than focusing on one to the exclusion of the other.
VI. COLLATERAL POLICY ISSUES
In addition to providing both greater spending and tax uniformity and local fiscal control, the STNP proposal implicates a variety of collateral policy issues which are worthy of general note here.
A. Distribution of State Aid Not Derived from Property Taxes
In addition to the equalization formula suggested above, fiscal equity would be further promoted by distributing nonproperty tax state resources according to other differences in districts' fiscal capacity. One proposal is that greater resources be distributed to large cities because of the burden on these municipalities of other noneducational expenses. This phenomenon has been termed "municipal overburden," and has figured prominently in both academic literature and litigation regarding school finance reform. 67 Another possibility is to disburse state aid in a manner sensitive to local cost differentials. 6 " Such a proposal would help to eliminate fiscal disparities, allocating greater funds to districts with higher local costs. 
B. Tax Abatements and Deterioration of the Commercial-Industrial Tax Base
Statutes authorizing localities to grant businesses property tax abatements as a means of attracting investment would necessarily be affected by STNP. 69 Although removing school property tax abatements from communities' economic development arsenals might hinder their efforts to attract new business, it is unlikely that cities and towns would be significantly impacted. In addition to the abatement of general revenue property taxes, local communities would still have alternative means of attracting commercial investment to the area. A central policy norm underlying STNP is that schools are simply too important to be subtracted from the tax benefit generated by local commercial development. 0 In addition, like the Minnesota Fiscal Disparities Act, the STNP approach seeks to deter an ill-advised fiscal competition among local communities for limited business investment, at the expense of public schools.
STNP would also insulate schools from deterioration of the local commercial-industrial tax base. By providing for state control of property taxes against businesses, any revenue losses incurred from interdistrict or interstate locational changes would be borne by schools throughout the entire state. Likewise, new investment anywhere in the state would benefit all schools throughout the state. At present, commercial and industrial locational decisions benefit or harm particular schools disproportionately because of the reliance on situs as giving rise to districts' authority to impose property taxes. This proposal would eliminate that concern and establish incentives for communities to work for the benefit of the entire state.
C. State Expertise and Assessment Valuation Standards
STNP would provide the Indiana legislature the opportunity to modernize the present property tax system with respect to assessment valuation standards. In Indiana today, the standards by which property is valued are determined by the State Board of Tax Commissioners, in contrast to the fair market value standard generally used in most states. 71 There are three generally accepted methods for valuing business property: the market approach, 72 the income approach, 73 and the cost approach. 74 Adoption of a market approach or some 69. IND. CODE  § 6-1.1-12.1 (1992 The market approach to property valuation generally involves the use of actual or comparative sales prices as a benchmark in determining the value of a parcel.
13.
The income approach is generally considered to be an effective means of assessing the value of commercial property. It involves the capitalization of future cash flows to determine present value.
74. The cost approach to property valuation uses an estimate of the replacement cost of property to determine a parcel's value. combination of the three accepted valuation standards would ensure greater assessment uniformity and promote the just valuation of commercial property. Furthermore, assessment reform would work to foreclose potential constitutional challenges to the current system. Although these goals could be accomplished through local assessors and without the implementation of STNP, assessment reform might be facilitated if coupled with a policy to assess and tax nonresidential property on a statewide basis.
VII. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this Note has been to examine the proposal to tax nonresidential property on a statewide basis and to distribute those resources to school districts according to their residential property taxing capacity. Under the system by which almost all states currently finance public education, school districts applying equal tax effort against local property will generate disparate spending levels, due to their varying levels of property wealth. Likewise, equitable spending levels require the imposition of inequitable tax rates. The STNP approach would make the money-raising game fairer by advancing the tax revenues generated by nonresidential property to those districts where homeowner wealth is the weakest.
I have presented the STNP proposal first by demonstrating that a school finance system that relies on property taxes must seek to balance the concerns of tax and spending equity with the state interest in local control. I then focused on the fiscal incentives at the core of local control and suggested that local control may be defined as control over local residential property taxation. Using this definition, I argued that removing nonresidential property from local tax bases does not undermine local control. To retain local control under a system which provides for greater fiscal equity, I suggested that nonresidential property tax resources be pooled and redistributed to school districts in inverse relation to their residential taxing capacities. The results of an empirical simulation suggested that such a system could provide for greater tax and spending equity, without structural biases against those communities most in need of assistance. I attempted to defeat some potential constitutional objections to STNP and suggested arguments in its favor.
It should be clearly understood that the STNP approach I have proposed here is aimed at redressing the fiscal disparities that currently exist among school corporations, and not as a means of creating equal educational opportunity for all schoolchildren. To mistake fiscal equity for equal educational opportunity ignores the far greater complexities associated with providing children from diverse backgrounds the equal opportunity to benefit from the public school system. The object of this Note has been to offer a structure of taxation grounded in principles of fairness and sensitive to the need for local fiscal incentives. 
